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[Hook]

Can someone teli me what a good landing is?

If you can walk away from a landing, its a good landing.

If you use the airpiane the next day, it’s an outstanding landing.”

L

Chuck Yeager -C i’ S

(tbalirst pilot who flew over the speed of sound in level flight)

[Conclusion Recommendations]

Dur industry mantra is “safety first”.

In this speech I want to talk about how to increase safety in general

aviation when flying under visual flight rules (VER; that is the small

airplanes like Cessna, flying cIouds).
u(a&r tLL

The conclusions from the studies that I wiII refer’are very straighfforward:

• When flying, no matter how close you are from th&’destination, if

the situation deteriorates, forget about that destination.

• Think of an alternative.

• That alternative may weII be landing on a field.
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[Study 1]

The first study that I want to comment onØ is “Objective destination”

published by the French Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses (BEA)
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For the study the BEA us&g data collected during five years of

studying general aviation accidents in France.1tuTg the 1990s.

WéWu1d classiW an aircraft accident due to “objective

destination” when its causes are directly linked to what is at stake for

the piiot: that is the trip was planned long ago, it is linked to a

professional or important meeting, there is someone waiting for us

at the destination...

During those 5 years there were 60 accidents due to “objective

destination”. 0f those, 40 were fatal accidents causing the death of 100

peo pie

In relation to ail other types of accidents, these represent:

• 4.5% of the accidents though,

• 41.5% of the casualties.

1991-1996 Total Objectif- Pourcentage
destination

accidents 1325 60 4,5%

morts 240 100 41,5%
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If we analyze the figures in detail, the most critical situations are

those when the meteorological conditions degrade:

98 of the deaths and 43 of the accidents are due to tiWni.

Situations that may arise:

o Controlled flight into terrain (due to Iack of awareness), 42

of the deaths

o oLçontrol, 27

o (Break uin flight, 14 deaths (typically Iinked to load factor

due to loss of control) ‘fr Le_)

o Low level flight (obstacles) in order not to miss the visual

references, 8 deaths

• The remaining 2 deaths were due to Iack of fuel

—

— nb accidents nb accidents mortels nb morts nb blessés

Perte de contrôle 12 10 27 1

CFIT 19 18 42 3

Perte de contrôle ou
2

2
CFIT?

Rupture en vol 6 6 13 0

Basse hauteur 4 3 8 0

TOTAL météo 43 39 98 4

Panne dessence 10 1 2 3

Interrup volont du vol 7 0 0 0

TOTAL 60 40 100 7
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It is also interesting to know that as the time of flightl(nd the doser

we are to the destination, the more accidents and casualties that

are counted: srtf
• About 40% of the accidents at(d 50% of the deaths take

place in the last third of the trip, when we feel ffiat we are

;o close to the destination.

• Less than 20% of the deaths take place in the first half of the trip.
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[Study 2]

The second study is also from the BEA, and encompasses 10 years of

“precautïonary landings”.

‘1>
We can îÏipi between two types of emergency Iandings:

• forced Iarding (typicafly an engine failure) or

• precautionary landing which originates from unanticipted
a>J t’i- rL t Pi

changes during the flight ernerg4’at12n thtg

reviewe&betae(worsening aircraft conditions, deteriorating

weather...).

Here I like more the French terminology as it taIks-at

paeW?é-pnd interruption volontaire du voL

k
When wiII we proceed with a precautionary Ianding2 Typically 4 cases:

• Low level of fuel.

• Minor technical failure that may evolve into a major one.

• Degradation of meteorological conditions.

• Approaching sunset time.

inthose 10 years of precautionary Iandings in France

there were zero casualties and zero injured. CompareØ’that to the

previous figures.
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[Conclusion Recommendations]

If we find ourselves in a degraded situation as the ones described, we’d

better forget of the destination (rernember the figures), and think of

an alternative. That alternative/klaY weIl be landing in a field in the

country side.

If that is the case, there are three sets of recommendations to bear

in mmd:

1. Crew management I passengers:

1. lnform the passengers without making them nervous

(you can make reference ta the old days in which it was

normal ta operate from fields)

2. Cairn them and if the situation permits involve them (for

example you may teli them ta focus and not ta lose sight of a

given fleld or obstacle)

3. Do not let yourself be influenced and keep in mmd the

procedures and recommendations (fasten seatbelts,

remove glasses...)

2. Operational measures
‘7

1. Announce the emergçcy and intention to land in a field
ir3

ta the A13 in contact or using the appropriate frequency

2. r 7700 in the transponder.

3. Activate rnanually ELT (emergency locator transmitter)

4. Proceed with the briefing of speeds and configuration ta

employ during the evalution, final approach and landing.
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3. Selection of the field

1. In face ofthewind

2. Surface dry fields, ...)
3. Orography (better in ascending sense)

4. Length (measure it... here you wiII need to remind that at

150km/h or about BOkt, each second of flight (without wind)

corresponds to 40m)

5. Obstacles

With this in mmd, proper training and a bit of Iuck, you wiII be able to

perform not only a good landing but an outstanding

one.

Remember, in 10 years of precautionary Iandings in

France, zero casualties/zero injuries.


